Appendix

APPENDIX 1
PUBLICATIONS

- **Gender Equality and Protection under Indian Constitution**, Research Reinforcement; A Peer Reviewed International Refereed Journal. (ISSN 2348-3857), Volume 5, April 2018

- **The Role of Internet in Promoting Child Pornography** Research Reinforcement; A Peer Reviewed International Refereed Journal. (ISSN 2348-3857). Volume 4, April 2017

APPENDIX 2

PAPER PRESENTATION IN CONFERENCE /SEMINAR

- Paper Presented on “Child Abuse in India: Current Issues” (21st-22nd April, 2018)
- Paper Presented on “Constitutional Spectrum of Childs Rights in Indian Democracy” (26th November, 2016)
- Paper Presented on “Surrogacy: -The Only Hope for Few in Indian Context” (17th September, 2016)

PARTICIPATION IN WORKSHOP

- Participation in Workshop on "Labour Law Reforms", (15th May 2018) at Jaipur.
- Participation in Two Days Workshop on "Leadership Skills for Women" (17th - 18th June, 2017) at Jaipur.